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                        Increase revenues by 20% with a scalable loyalty platform designed to change customer buying behaviours
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        LoyaltyStream Software

    

    
        Find out more
    




    Our modular and scalable SaaS loyalty platform is designed to seamlessly evolve alongside your business, adapting to your growing needs.


With personalised campaigns that drive 150% higher engagement, you can connect with your audience like never before. This translates into tangible results, including a substantial 231% average increase in revenues and a 37% shift in customer buying behaviours.
 

Moreover, our user-friendly, no-code, platform empowers you to launch your microsite to your audience in a matter of weeks, providing a hassle-free experience as you embark on this transformative journey towards enhanced customer loyalty and business growth.
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        RewardShop Software

    

    
        Find out more
    



Your one-stop-shop for all your reward needs. Our RewardShop software uses API technology to embed within your loyalty programme, but can be utilised to run a stand-alone incentive with a branded experience, without the need for a full loyalty website. 
    


Offering 100’s of reward products, from technology, experiences, travel and hotels to gift cards, offers and savings, there is something for everyone, providing full budget flexibility.
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                            Consultancy

                        

                        
                            Find out more
                        

                    

                    Getting out of the starting blocks with loyalty can feel like a minefield and it can be too easy to get stuck in a rut with what you’re doing and, even worse, find yourself rewarding customers for what they would normally do anyway. 
                        


                    We start every project with a consultative mindset. Our team of expert loyalty leaders can offer additional consultations at all stages of the loyalty maturity journey. Our client partnerships are built on the foundations of consultative implementation and feedback but our team are not afraid to challenge and provide new ideas to solve problems.

                

            

            
                
                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    
                        Where we work

                        We are proud that our software is developed and maintained right here in the UK by our own team of expert software developers, but our reach is worldwide. 
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        Our office

    

    
        Where our software is deployed

    




            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    

                

            

            
    
        Don’t take our word for it

        

        
            
        

        

        At Stream Loyalty we practice what we preach and we are very proud to have a loyal customer base who we have been working with for many years and for whom we have delivered some great results. 

        For one client, an end-user loyalty programme that was implemented to motivate interaction with the brand has created a wealth of data on customers whom they previously had no visibility of, thus providing the business with a unique benefit that exceeded any expectations they had at the start of their loyalty journey. Over 10 years of insights and analysis has now seen the programme expand out to a global audience. It continues to expand, adapting to each market/countries individual requirements. 

        
            See more of our work
        

    




            
                
                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    How our loyalty campaigns can help you
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                            Keep

                            Target your ‘best’ customers; your vital key accounts

                        

                        
                            Keep

                            We all know the old adage that it is 10x easier to keep an existing customer than it is to win a new customer, so you need to make sure you are looking after your best customers. Loyalty programmes too often focus only on new customers or high potential customers. You need to ensure that your key customers are being looked after and that they are referring and recommending you wherever possible.

                            A Keep campaign could work by incentivising your key accounts to provide feedback, recommend you to new customers, provide testimonials or participate in an online community. 
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                            Grow

                            Use our “Grow” campaigns to help increase spend from your core client base

                        

                        
                            Grow

                            A well-executed Grow campaign should utilise customer profile and spend data history to create personalised targets designed to increase breadth of spend and frequency of spend. The Grow campaign module allows you to target product groups, customer groups and to set time specific or rolling targets for frequency, recency and breadth of spend.

                            Make your targets SMART. Customers are more likely to engage in targets and goals that are set every 3 or 6 months. By personalising the targets, customers are 67% more likely to engage in them and change their behaviours.
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                            Win

                            Use our “Win” campaigns to motivate referrals from your loyal customers

                        

                        
                            Win

                            Now that you have your loyal customers, it is time to use the power of those relationships to generate new leads and sales, making sure that you reward both parties for their loyalty. Using a simple referral mechanic, you can ask your existing customers to refer you.

                            The Win campaign module allows you to determine the number of referrals that can be made during a period, and the rewards levels for either providing the referral, a referral click through, an account opening or the referral placing an order. You could create a campaign for different channels or customer groups to track and analyse engagement and conversions.

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            What is Loyalty?
                        

                    
                    Loyalty is about personalising the connection between you and your customers, driving multiple positive interactions that create an emotional connection and a long lasting relationship. First and foremost, Loyalty provides brands with a wealth of insight and data, ways of connecting with customers and the ability to create new conversations. 
                        


                    Loyalty should be at the heart of your business and it must evolve and adapt to suit both your customers and the businesses changing needs. It is about changing behaviours to create a desired result that is sustainable for the future. A loyalty programme must be simple to the audience, both to understand and to engage with even if the algorithms and metrics that exist in the background are complex.

                    With loyalty, it is not one size fits all. Whether you need to increase revenue, grow breadth/frequency of spend, or create a referrer programme, Stream Loyalty will have experiences that we can draw upon to help you find the right solution. 
                        


                    

                

            

            
    
        Book a Loyalty Discovery session

        Our customer loyalty software is designed to give B2B marketers the tools they need to drive customer retention, acquisition and growth. We have the software and the support packages available to help you get started with loyalty in your business. If you already have a loyalty programme and just want to find out what else is available in the market, that's fine too. Research is crucial to having the right information to make the right choices. 

        Why not book an initial 15 minute discovery meeting with us using the calendar link below. We can then book a second meeting in to discuss more specific detail as required.

        While you are waiting for your discovery session why not subscribe to our monthly newsletter which features articles and tips and tricks you can use in your business to assist your loyalty strategy. 
            


        
            


             
                Subscribe to our Newsletter
                                 Book Your Discovery Call            
            

        

    




            
                
                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    The stats don’t lie
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                    79.4% customers re-engaged

                    A Keep campaign for a dental manufacturer resulted in 79.4% of customers engaging with the brand on a continuous basis. 

                    A keep campaign can be used to re-engage lapsing customers or to reward your key accounts by providing them with a campaign designed to reward them specifically. Too often programmes only focus on new customers. Customer retention is a big benefit of loyalty programmes and the returns shouldn't be underestimated.
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                    12% increase in ATV

                    A plumbing and heating client saw a 12% increase in members average transaction value over the period they were running a LoyaltyStream Grow campaign. 
                        


                    A Grow campaign is our most common campaign type and is designed to grow a specific behaviour whether that be spend value, spend frequency, reviews, breadth of product purchases or share of wallet to name a few.
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                    £6.2m in Referral Sales

                    A Win campaign delivered £6.2m Sales attributed to new customer acquisition from 51% of active programme members.
                        


                    A Win campaign can be used both for existing customers to drive referrals, customer testimonials, or reviews and for new customers to reward them for registering, providing profile data or making their first order.  

                

            

            
                
                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    Loyalty Tips and Insights
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                                How to build customer loyalty in B2B

                                The B2B customer relationship with  is much more complex than in the B2C market but it has the ability to be much stronger and more powerful. 

                                
                                    Read Now
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                                Building B2B loyalty whilst selling through the channel 
                                    


                                In today’s fast moving global marketplace customer retention and loyalty is key; particularly in the B2B market.
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                                How many people does it take to run a loyalty programme  
                                    


                                With most of us time poor and under resourced, you need to be sure you have enough people to deliver a loyalty programme effectively.
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                                How businesses are using loyalty to drive brand stretch

                                Loyalty promotions are one simple way to drive brand stretch, but to activate an effective campaign that also empowers your sales team requires a visualisation of the gaps in product purchasing.
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                                Securing market share at the top of the loyalty ladder 
                                    


                                The loyalty ladder allows you to define the different stages of your customer relationship. The loyalty ladder focuses on how you progress your customers relationship with the business.
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                                Customers are looking for more from rewards  
                                    


                                With so much choice available, finding the rewards that are really going to grab your audiences attention can be hard. Read our tips on how to switch up your reward programme.
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                                                How gamification helped The Bathroom Showroom boost sales by 21%

                                                Increased engagement resulted in 39% extra page views and had a knock-on effect throughout the business. Members who had re-engaged were responsible for a 21% uplift in qualifying sales revenue. 
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                                                Customer retention. Is it also the solution for customer acquisition 
                                                    


                                                One solution to customer acquisition lies close to home – among your existing customers. Its simple: one of the best ways to acquire customers is to ask your loyal existing customers to refer them.
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                                                Using behavioural economics to drive loyalty with both customers and employees 
                                                    


                                                Behavioural economics is the fascinating study of human behaviour to explain how/why consumers are motivated to buy products and/or engage with a company.
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                        Connect With Us:
                    

                    
                        Learn more about loyalty
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                        Contact Us:
                    

                    
                        +44 (0)1844 208180
                    

                    
                        contact@streamloyalty.com
                    

                    
                        Privacy Policy
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